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Introduction: Malaitan Tropes

Map 1: Solomon Islands. 
Source: Courtesy of Vincent Verheyen .

This is Malaita, of evil fame. A hundred miles long and twenty-five across, 
the island is one vast forest, which, clothing the sides of a thousand hills, 
rises to far off mountains. Through this dim jungle there swarms a hidden 
people, naked, silent, desperate, treacherous too, and venomous, who, 
under cover of the forest darkness, kill and are killed, and feast on human 
flesh. And from the bag slung around the neck of many a warrior, as he 
glides along the trail, hangs a fragment of human flesh, a bone, a talisman, 
a trophy of some dark murder.
—Northcote Deck, South Sea Evangelical Mission, 19101

1  PMB 1290, Woodford Papers Reel 1, Bundle 3, 9/19, The Daily ?, 24 ? 1910 (the cutting details 
are incomplete).
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My grandfather ate better men than are in this room.
—Noel Fatnowna, grandson of Kwailiu and Orrani from Fataleka, 
Malaita, speaking in Queensland in the 1970s to an Australian Seventh-
day Adventist group

Mala
Making Mala has several meanings. Mala is the old name for Malaita 
Island, including both the main island and the smaller island on the south 
side of Maramasike Passage. Mala was used in the north, with similar 
language and dialect variations further south. Some early sources use 
Mara, Maratta, Marahatta, or Malanta as the standard name for Mala. 
Small Malaita was also known as Malamwaimwei (mwaimwei means 
small in the language of Small Malaita) and sometimes as Maramasike 
(masike also means small) or even Sa`a (an area on the east coast of Small 
Malaita, and the name of the language spoken there). All of these names 
can be found on maps. The passage between the two Malas is known as 
Maramasike Passage, or Raroi su`u (inside the passage), or Su`urado (dark 
passage) in the languages of the south. People from Small Malaita also 
called the main island Malapaina or Mwalapaine (large Mala).2

Mala was first recorded as ‘Malaita’ or ‘Malayta’ by Spanish explorers 
in 1568, which may have been because of a misunderstanding. When 
the Spaniards pointed to the island on the horizon and asked what it 
was called, the people of neighbouring Isabel Island are thought to have 
said ‘Mala ita’: that is Mala over there.3 Gallego, from Mendaña’s 1568 
expedition, called it Isla de Ramos (Island of Palms) because they first 
sighted it on Palm Sunday morning, although this name was never used; 
unlike the Spanish ‘Santa Ysabel’, which survives in Isabel Island, or San 
Cristobal, now better known as Makira. Mala’s people were known in 
Pijin English as ‘Man Maratta’ when they worked on nineteenth-century 
sugar plantations in Queensland. In Solomon Islands Pijin, Malaita is still 
sometimes known as Mala or Mara.

2  My thanks to Apollos Kalialaha for his assistance with the Small Malaita details, Nov 2015.
3  Amherst and Thomson 1967 [1901], 1, xxix, Narrative of Gallego, 1, 25; Woodford 1926, 482; 
Ivens 1927, 22–23.
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There are a dozen different Malaitan-language groups, which interacted 
with each other while identifying primarily with their local regions and 
cultural mores. There are linguistic similarities, particularly grammatically, 
although people living in the south generally could not understand the 
languages of those in the north, or vice-versa. However, the diversity is not 
as great as once thought, and there is some degree of mutual intelligibility, 
particularly in the northern languages as far south as Fataleka. Some of 
the differences are due to word taboos and word plays, in which Malaitans 
delight. Trading languages are also used: Guala`ala`a, the language native 
to Kwai and Ngongosila islands, was used as a central east coast trading 
language, and the northern Lau kin and linguistic connections to Walade 
on east Small Malaita were exploited, allowing Lau language to be used far 
away from its origins in the north.

Interisland associations could be as important as intraisland ones: South 
Malaitans had much in common with people from Ulawa and Makira, 
Langalanga Lagoon people traded with Guadalcanal and Gela (Florida), 
many southwest Malaitans, mainly the `Are`are, were allied and related 
to the people of Marau Sound on Guadalcanal, which is probably best 
described as a Malaitan colony. North Malaitans always had strong links 
to Isabel Island. However, from the point of view of outsiders such as 
labour recruiters, missionaries and government officials, Malaitans 
were one people living on one island, bound by geography and cultural 
similarities. Government recruiting registers and mission baptism records 
gathered the people together as Marattas or Malaitans and recorded their 
names and the bays and passages (gaps in the reefs and lagoons) from 
which they enlisted. Malaitans first became united on these voyages to 
overseas plantations, where their similarities were far greater than their 
differences relative to the inhabitants of the 70 other Near Oceanic islands 
involved in the labour trade.

Pijin English learnt in Queensland became the lingua franca of Solomon 
Islands, accompanied by literacy among some. The new language helped 
create what became a rudimentary national consciousness.4 A truly 
united Malaita would not emerge until just after the Second World War 
(here  also  referred to as the Pacific War), when Malaitans, dissatisfied 
with their lives under British rule, at a time when the war had seriously 
disrupted colonial administration, created the Maasina Rule movement. 

4  Jourdan 1995.
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Regional loyalties and interisland links were also important to this 
movement. Chapter 1 attempts to describe Mala as it existed before 
exposure to outside forces began to create one Malaita. The remaining 
chapters cover the development of Malaita through until the Pacific War 
and Maasina Rule.

Most Solomon Islanders are ‘Melanesians’, a term still used widely as 
a geographic descriptor for the group of island peoples spread from Timor 
and New Guinea in the west to Manus in the northeast and south to 
Vanuatu, New Caledonia and Fiji on the eastern fringe of the Solomon 
and Coral Seas.5 The inhabitants of what is now often called Near 
Oceania share a mixed heritage, descended from the original migrants 
who travelled east and south out of New Guinea 30,000 years ago, but 
more so from Austronesian migrants from a few thousand years ago, with 
direct connections to the Southeast Asian Archipelago, southern China 
and Taiwan. Malaita sits in the middle of the Solomon Archipelago, 
a double-chain of islands below the Bismarck Archipelago east of New 
Guinea. The modern Solomon Islands nation starts in the north at the 
Shortland Islands, and the New Georgia Group and Choiseul where the 
double-chain begins. Buka and Bougainville, the northern single-file end 
of the archipelago, became part of German New Guinea in 1886 and 
remain part of Papua New Guinea, although they are now recognised as 
forming an autonomous region. The modern Solomon Islands nation also 
includes the smaller and more isolated Santa Cruz, Reef and Duff Groups, 
which are south of the main chain and closer to Vanuatu, as well as several 
Polynesian outliers, most on the outer east rim, and also Rennell and 
Bellona to the southwest.6 In the 1950s, the British resettled Micronesians 
from the Gilbert Islands (today’s Kiribati) into the protectorate, and they 
are now well incorporated into the nation, making Solomon Islands one 
of the most ethnically diverse parts of the Pacific Islands.

5  The division of the Pacific Islands into three zones called Melanesia (black islands), Polynesia 
(many islands) and Micronesia (small islands) is usually credited to the French explorer Dumont 
d’Urville in the late 1830s. Largely based on geography, with some basis in linguistic and cultural 
affinities, it is also partly derived from Eurocentric stereotypes of race. Melanesia is the least accurate of 
the three terms, given the diversity and time-depth of the habitation in these islands. Now discredited 
in some academic circles (and replaced by Near Oceania), Melanesia is still used by the people within 
that diverse region and by many writers. Douglas 1979; 2014; Thomas 1989; Green 1991; Green and 
Cresswell 1976.
6  Kirch 1984.
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Malaitan Tropes
This Introduction discusses common Malaitan tropes—a literary allusion 
or stereotype, a commonly recurring rhetorical device—from the past 
and the present. First, there is the trope of ‘Melanesianism’. I and other 
Pacific historians have been chastised by Tracey Banivanua-Mar for 
absorbing undigested attitudes from nineteenth-century sources; she 
suggests that we legitimate the ‘Melanesian savages and cannibals’ trope 
by accepting Melanesia and Melanesian as current terms. Banivanua-Mar 
suggests that themes of ‘Islanders’ natural tendency towards unbridled 
revenge, murderous brutality, and violent irrationality … communicated 
through metonymic references that are more subtle and enduring’7 are 
perpetuated through this old trope. While I plead not guilty and hope 
this book exonerates me, there is a lesson for all historians to not get so 
close to their sources that they can no longer see clearly or analyse the 
evidence in a modern light. I also use Near Oceania as an alternative term 
to Melanesia, while noting that inhabitants of the region have few issues 
with the old term and at a political level have now appropriated the word 
‘Melanesia’ as their own. Surely the real test of its usefulness is whether the 
term is accepted and still used by the inhabitants themselves? It has been 
indigenised by the people to whom it was first applied in the nineteenth 
century. As Vanuatu’s first Prime Minister Hon. Rev. Walter Lini once 
said, ‘Melanesia is not a concept but a reality’.8

My list of Malaitan tropes (which have been used by outsiders and also 
absorbed by some Malaitans) includes several types, and in some cases they 
contain elements of truth. First, there is the consequence of a continually 
large population, which means Malaitans numerically dominate the central 
Solomons, and have for at least 150 years, possibly for 500. Then there is 
their allegedly ‘pushy’ nature and their use of violence and compensation 
payments as problem-solving mechanisms, both historically and today. 
There is some truth in this, but much of this is a consequence of historical 
circumstances. Malaitans have also been accused of being head-hunters, 
which is untrue,9 of being cannibals, which has some limited, archaic 

7  Banivanua-Mar 2007, 16, see also 14–19, 22–26.
8  ‘Maritime boundary negotiations between Vanuatu and Solomon Islands successfully completed 
after 32 years’, Vanuatu Daily Post, 21 Nov 2015. Many Melanesians believe that they have cultural 
elements in common, and modern regional ideologies such as Bernard Narokobi’s ‘Melanesian 
Way’ and organisations such as the Melanesian Spearhead Group within the Pacific Forum and the 
Anglican Church of the Province of Melanesia are strengthening this contemporary, regional identity. 
See Kabutaulaka 2015 for a recent analysis.
9  Aswani 2000; Lawrence 2014, 54–61.
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truth, and of practicing infanticide (see Chapter 6). Malaitans were also 
slow to embrace Christianity relative to other parts of Near Oceania, and 
they preserve aspects of customary behaviour that sit uncomfortably with 
other Solomon Islanders. This includes nonrecognition of the potential of 
women to take a leading role in the modern nation. Although this failing 
is more widespread than just on Malaita, it misreads the role of women 
in traditional Solomon societies and points up a masculinisation that has 
taken place, fuelled by 150 years of reshaping of Solomon cultures. During 
these years, Malaitans have been the main participants in the Solomons’ 
diaspora, which today allows them to dominate urban areas, and they 
always seem to be involved in social movements, discontent and urban 
disturbances.10 Malaitans are to Solomon Islands what Highlanders are to 
contemporary Papua New Guinea, though for different reasons. They are 
depicted as proud, dynamic and industrious, willing to migrate to better 
themselves, easy to anger, and likely to demand compensation for alleged 
wrongs. Oddly, they are also depicted as conservative and clinging to old 
ways. Hopefully, this book will dissuade readers from the latter stereotype.

Cannibalism features in the two quotations at the beginning of this 
chapter, although Noel Fatnowna was trying to inject a little humour into 
a rather dry church meeting—he certainly got their attention. The other 
description was written by Northcote Deck, a pioneer missionary with 
the South Sea Evangelical Mission (SSEM), recounting his March 
1910 walk across Malaita from the east Kwara`ae coast near Ngongosila 
Island to Bina Harbour in west Kwaio, accompanied by four Malaitans. 
He was writing to impress possible donors to the SSEM, and might be 
forgiven a little hyperbole, although not his total excess. His references 
to cannibalism (repeated elsewhere)11 are exaggerated: there was no 
institutionalised cannibalism on Malaita of the sort found on some other 
Near Oceanic islands, although it did occur occasionally, usually with the 
corpse of someone killed for incest or some other heinous offence. It was 
a gesture of absolute contempt.12 Banivanua-Mar argues that accusations 
of cannibalism on the colonial frontier transmitted ‘racialized relations 

10  Disturbances in Honiara in 1989 and 1996 caused the government to pay compensation for 
disputes between Malaitans, Bellonese and Reef Islanders. Akin 1999b, 57–58. Ma`asina Forum, the 
only enduring large-scale political pressure group in Solomon Islands in recent years, is dominated by 
Malaitans and plays on Maasina Rule in its title.
11  SINA, BSIP 18/II 1, John Northcote Deck, evidence to Lands Commission, 22 Jan 1912, 94.
12  Keesing wrote a pun-filled article (1973) about how to divide up a body for eating in Kwara`ae 
based on kinship status. See also Hopkins 1928, 201–04; Guidieri 1972; Beaver 2002.
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of power between colonized and colonizer’ and was used to disempower 
the former,13 and Deck was indeed using his supposed knowledge of 
Malaitans to assert Christian and colonial authority.

The trophy bags Deck mentions, called wa`ifirua in the Kwaio language 
of central Malaita, did exist. They were hung on a string around the neck, 
hanging down the back, and decorated with woven rings that were trophies 
of pig theft (almost a sport for young men), cone shell rings for secret 
murders, and tiny bags representing shell wealth thefts. Along with these 
wa`ifirua, men sometimes wore beautiful pearl-inlaid batons on cords 
around their necks, often with a stone, typically a pyrite nodule, plaited 
to one end. These batons are called fou`atoleeleo or founisulesikwanga in 
Kwaio and hauanoreereo or wariihau in `Are`are, and they were carried 
while collecting shell wealth and pig bounties awarded for killings.14 
Deck did not understand what he was seeing. David Akin provided an 
explanation of these bounty-hunters for a recent exhibition held at the 
Musée du quai Branly in Paris:

Until the later 1920s, when a Malaitan was murdered, his or her relatives 
could announce a bounty of shell money and pigs to be paid for a revenge 
killing. They might specify a victim, but sometimes killing anyone from 
the murderer’s group would suffice, expressing the view that a person’s 
relatives or allies can be held collectively liable for their misdeeds. From 
the 1870s into the 1920s, various Malaitans posted open bounties for 
any white-person’s death or the taking of a ship, to avenge European 
killings, kidnappings, or other abuses. Although Europeans saw bounties 
as displaying Malaitan brutality, they were a crucial levelling mechanism 
since they allowed militarily weak groups to use wealth gained through 
production and exchange to defend against groups with more fighters or 
guns—bounties assured a rough balance between martial and economic 
power, and integrated them. But they could also lead to murders of 
innocents, including women and children. Lamo was the Kwaio term for 
men who killed for bounties, and important fighters generally; `Are`are 
call them namo. In the more hierarchical societies of the far south, namo 
could hold formal positions as a chief ’s executioners.15

13  Banivanua-Mar 2010, 281.
14  They were most important for ceremonially claiming bounties paid for killings, called sikwa in 
Kwaio, siwa further south and fo`oa in northern languages. The sixteenth-century Spanish visitors 
thought that these contained gold, part of the reason for linking the islands to King Solomon. Coppet 
1977. My thanks to David Akin for help with the explanation of the objects Deck described. See also 
Akin 2015.
15  This book uses ramo, the north Malaitan equivalent of lamo and namo. Akin 2013a, 354 n 80; 
2013b, 228.
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Although Deck’s imagination was working overtime, his attitude is fairly 
typical of early Europeans describing Malaita and its inhabitants. Deck at 
least does not accuse Malaitans of head-hunting, but two books published 
in 1988 and 2003 do so erroneously in their titles and texts.16 Europeans 
registered a sense of menace and danger, and singled out Malaita from 
other Solomon Islands as a place where outsiders had to take care of 
their safety. (As I point out in the Conclusion, some outsiders still do.) 
Deck was not alone in his extreme characterisation of Malaitans. Labour 
recruiters seldom relaxed while at Malaita and often reported that they 
kept their revolvers loaded and ready. More than on other islands, ships 
often tried to keep Malaitans from coming aboard, and if they did, kept 
constant guard. The only ones always welcome were a few bigmen who 
acted as passage masters (the men who controlled labour recruiting at bays 
and passages), such as Kwaisulia in Lau Lagoon, but even they were never 
fully trusted.17 John Gaggin from Fiji, who visited Malaita in the 1890s, 
claimed that recruiting ships carried small canons, and sacks of broken 
glass tied high in the masts ready to scatter across the deck at the first 
sign of trouble, to hinder barefoot attackers. (I know of no collaboration 
for this and it may be an exaggeration.) Gaggin added, ‘Every white kept 
his Winchester, Martini, and revolver loaded in his bunk, day and night’ 
while at Malaita.18 Jock Cromar, a recruiter in the 1880s and later a trader 
in the Solomons, provided a standard view:

This island had an evil reputation, and was one which many recruiters 
avoided. The Malaita natives had attacked many vessels, killed their 
crews, and then looted and burned the ships. The objective of the New 
Hebrideans was the possession of rifles from the recruiting boats, and 
they rarely attacked the ships themselves, but the Malaitamen were not 
satisfied unless they had looted the whole ship and burned it.19

However, Cromar contradicts himself on the next page of his book, 
describing a peaceful scene in Langalanga Lagoon in 1884:

As soon as we dropped anchor the Madeline was surrounded by canoes 
large and small, containing men, women, and children. The men and lads 
soon hopped on board, leaving the women in the canoes all crying out for 
tobacco. It was now time for our luncheon, and we had some difficulty 

16  Holthouse 1988; Randell 2003, 82–86, 124–27, 131, 249. These are both based on the life 
of Jack Renton, a castaway from the 1860s and early 1870s, mentioned in Chapter 2.
17  Wawn 1973 [1893], 415, 417; Corris 1973a; Keesing 1992b.
18  Gaggin 1900, 179–80; Wawn 1973, 415.
19  Cromar 1935, 135.
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in keeping sufficient deck space clear of natives to allow us to proceed 
with it. Some of them however took to the rigging and sat like crows in 
the ship’s yards … Presently one of them dived into the water from the 
yardarm, entering it feet first. This was the beginning of an aquatic display 
in which most of them joined enthusiastically, and in a very little time 
there was a constant stream of natives swarming up the rigging to the 
yards, and plunging thence into the water.20

The labour trade could be violent and the violence was on both sides, 
and there can be no doubt that there were dangers for outsiders visiting 
Malaita, especially in certain places. Nevertheless, the negative pictures of 
Malaitans painted by Deck, Gaggin and Cromar reveal more about their 
own ignorance, bigotry and personal agendas than any understanding of 
the inhabitants of the island or its contact history.21 Over the almost 450 
years since Mendaña’s expedition landed on Malaita, and the over 160 
years since crew from Captain John Erskine’s HMS Havannah landed 
there in 1850 (see Chapter 2), visitors have left us descriptions of the 
island and its people. Malaitan savagery and aggression has been a constant 
trope, more so than for any other Solomon Island. Today, Malaitans still 
get a ‘bad press’, usually from outsiders (both other Solomon Islanders 
and foreigners) who unthinkingly condemn the inhabitants of the island 
as somehow more conservative, difficult, obstreperous and aggressive 
than other Solomon Islanders. They seem to say that all Malaitans share a 
more truculent manner of behaviour. Forgotten are two Malaitan prime 
ministers and many bishops, priests, pastors, nuns and teachers, and other 
Malaitan men and women in business, politics and the public service and 
the churches who have been and remain national leaders, as well as the 
many thousands of others who are simply good citizens.

One of the more focused Malaitan tropes concerns aggression during 
the nineteenth century by the people of the central east coast. Chapter 7 
describes several labour trade ship massacres that occurred along a few 
kilometres of the Kwara`ae and Kwaio coast. A glance at Judith Bennett’s 
1987 book’s appendix on violent conflicts between Solomon Islanders 
and Europeans circa 1860–90 is a sobering extension and corrective.22 
Attacks occurred throughout the archipelago, and these large-scale 
Malaitan attacks occurred mostly during a concentrated period in the 
1880s. Many early attacks relate to reprisals for European transgressions, 

20  Ibid., 136.
21  See, for instance, Knibbs 1929, 188–89; Boutilier 1979.
22  Bennett 1987, 390–96.
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although eventually leaders realised that facilitating economic interaction 
with Europeans was more rewarding. During these same decades, the 
people of New Georgia in the northwest were by far the most ‘dangerous’ 
of all Solomon Islanders, feared as head-hunters and slavers throughout 
the north and centre of the archipelago. Isabel Island was attacked by New 
Georgia warriors in war canoes, and Isabel’s Gao and Bugotu people, in 
turn, attacked areas of their own island and also north Malaita.23 Today, 
both Solomon Islanders and outsiders accept this past ferocity with little 
comment, as an historical curiosity, while Malaitans remain feared, with a 
reputation for violence. During much of the time that Western Solomons 
and Isabel war canoes were marauding far and wide, most Malaitans stayed 
at home minding their own business, although there was also internecine 
violence on Malaita. The violence in both the northwest Solomons and 
Malaita was exacerbated by access to European technologies, but only in 
the western islands did it develop into regular interisland violence.

People also refer knowingly to the 1927 massacre of District Officer 
William Bell and his tax-collecting party by people from east Kwaio (see 
chapters 9 and 10), and to the Kwaio claim, decades later, for compensation 
for a government punitive attack that followed Bell’s death.24 Although 
the attack on Bell was horrific, it is the British response that deserves 
the most condemnation. The reputation of the Kwaio remains tarnished 
because of another trope: a considerable number of villagers in the central 
mountains have maintained their pre-Christian religion based around 
ancestor worship. It is as if there was something shameful in preserving 
customs and religion from the past. What goes unstated is that accepting 
Christianity goes arm-in-arm with accepting the modern economy and 
government, and brings major changes to cultural norms. Preservation 
of ancestral religious practices is often assumed to be widespread rather 
than an anomaly on modern Malaita. Most Kwaio are indistinguishable 
from other Solomon Islanders: they attend the same churches and work in 
urban areas. Furthermore, as David Akin has described, Kwaio ancestral 
religion itself has changed tremendously through the years, and can only 
be understood today, not as an anachronism, but as a contemporary 
and dynamic belief system. East Kwaio also has been slow to change in 
other ways, partly because a lack of roads there has kept the people very 
isolated—an issue relating to economic development, not culture. It is 

23  McKinnon 1975; Ivens 1930, 185–86; Richards 2012, 9–60; Aswani 2000.
24  Akin 1999b, 41.
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also worth mentioning that two anthropologists have worked in east 
Kwaio, Roger Keesing and David Akin. Keesing was the most prolific 
of all Malaita-based anthropologists and Akin has published influential 
work and most recently a substantial book that, although covering all 
of Malaita, has a strong knowledge base from east Kwaio. Both Keesing 
(who died in 1993) and Akin have also published on Malaita as a 
whole. Although it was never their intention, and it is unfair to criticise 
Keesing, or to group Akin with Keesing, their extensive English-language 
publications on the Kwaio have inadvertently made Kwaio belief systems 
dominant in anthropological literature. If Malaita is referenced, it is often 
through Keesing’s celebratory writing on Kwaio difference. Likewise, 
perhaps academics (me included) and other writers have, through sheer 
productivity, inadvertently preserved some of the tropes about Malaita. 
Malaitans feature frequently in any descriptions of Solomon Islanders.

Even Maasina Rule, the protonationalist movement that rocked the 
British  Solomon Islands Protectorate (BSIP) after the Pacific War and 
into the early 1950s, has unfairly been interpreted as a negative trope. 
Malaitans were at the centre of Maasina Rule and deserve to be proud of 
their pacifist success against the might of the British Empire. Historical 
circumstances positioned Malaita as central to this political development, 
but it was not the first such movement. People from other islands initiated 
the Fallowes movement (sometimes called ‘Chair and Rule’ in the 
literature) of the late 1930s, which began in Isabel and spread to the Gela 
Group, where some leading Malaitans became involved. Other islands, 
such as Makira and parts of Guadalcanal, participated in Maasina Rule, 
but hold little place in the largely Malaita-centric literature. The Moro 
movement on Guadalcanal, which flourished between the 1950s and 
1980s, had many qualities similar to Maasina Rule: self-help, economic 
development and advocacy of regional independence.25 As with these 
other protonationalist movements, the clever and well-organised Maasina 
Rule was, sometimes out of ignorance and sometimes through political 
design, glossed by the movement’s opponents as simply a cargo cult, as 
if disturbing the colonial power’s right of dominance was wrong and 
irrational. Some younger Solomon Islanders still misunderstand the 
movement this way, although in recent years many have been revising 
their views.26

25  Moore 2013c entry.
26  See Akin 2013a, 290–99, for some complexities of cargo ideas during Maasina Rule.
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The second, third and fifth chapters discuss Malaitans as labourers overseas, 
and the reputation they developed as good workers who were nonetheless 
aggressive and unpredictable. Later chapters pursue this same reputation 
on plantations within the protectorate: they were hard-working, dour 
‘rough diamonds’, easily angered and not to be trifled with. In the 1970s, 
Judith Bennett conducted a series of interviews with Malaitan and other 
labourers. Reading through these personal work histories, as well as 
Bennett’s 1993 chapter on resistance, and considering my own interviews 
and research in Queensland, it seems that Malaitans may have realised 
their reputation and made a virtue of it, partly to protect themselves from 
outsiders, both other Solomon Islanders and the plantation bosses who 
belittled them, yelled at them and physically mistreated them, yet also 
feared them.27 Perhaps this trope can be understood partly as a Malaitan 
protection mechanism. That said, I would argue that although there is 
some truth in this behavioural categorisation, it is the result of historical 
processes and not any inherent ahistorical ‘Malaitanism’. On overseas 
plantations in the 1890s and 1900s in Queensland and continuing until 
the mid-1910s in Fiji, and then for the several decades on protectorate 
plantations, Malaitan numbers were so large that they had the upper hand. 
What Bennett suggests for the protectorate was also true for Malaitans in 
Queensland: they played on their aggressive side, to an extent that an 
80-year-old Australian South Sea Islander friend of mine still believes that 
Malaitans can never be trusted. That is what her mother told her.

Allied to this is the trope of supermasculinity explained by Michael Scott, 
an anthropologist working on neighbouring Makira. Scott suggests that 
nineteenth- and twentieth-century ‘labour and mission discourses … 
tended to masculinize Malaitans as strong, warlike and competitive and 
to feminise other island-specific populations as small, weak, timid, and 
indolent …’.28 He also suggests that more recent academic and journalistic 
representations have contributed to this gender imaging and have been 
‘double-voiced’ by Solomon Islanders. As well, Malaitan social organisation 
and land tenure increasingly are depicted by Malaitans themselves as 
patrilineal and patriarchal, when actually they are far more complex. 
Anthropologists have expended a great deal of ink and paper showing this 
complexity. Because of the large size of the Malaitan population and their 
spread to the nation’s capital of Honiara and throughout other provinces, 
matrilineal spaces are being appropriated. This trope feminises Makira, 

27  Bennett 1981b; 1993.
28  Scott 2012, 134.
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Guadalcanal, Isabel and the Western Solomons against the increasingly 
masculine Malaita. The trope ignores female power on Malaita, which 
has in the past been expressed through female ancestral power and can 
be articulated in land rights through cognate descent links. In many 
ways, Malaitan female power remains strong. As explained in Chapter 1, 
Malaitan women’s power can negate male power and is treated with 
great respect. Still, if Scott’s analysis is correct, and if Malaitan numbers 
continue to outstrip those from all other Solomon Island provinces, then 
contemporary Malaitan masculine dominance can only increase, just as 
male power is increasing in land systems throughout the country where 
women’s rights have been stripped away by colonial and postcolonial 
reinterpretations.

Understanding Malaita
What will become clear in the following chapters is that, since the 1870s, 
Malaitans, due to their numbers and lack of other options, have been a 
primary source of plantation and other manual labour, and there has been 
very little commercial development on their own island. Resident traders 
and planters in the Solomons had minimal incentive to try to create 
bases on Malaita, and the only large plantation enterprise ever established 
there was an expensive failure. The economic pickings elsewhere in the 
archipelago were richer. All of this has shaped Malaitans.29

Malaitans developed a reputation for being difficult, despite the fact that 
tens of thousands of them worked as indentured labourers overseas between 
the 1870s and 1910s, and kept the protectorate’s copra plantations and 
the Guadalcanal plains agricultural developments operating during the 
twentieth century. Labour traders had a maximum impact on Malaita, 
almost more than anywhere else in Near Oceania. Christian missionaries 
also had considerable impact, and a large part of this book’s argument 
is that historians and some anthropologists have been misled about the 
size of this. Few missionaries ever appreciated that they were dealing 
with Malaitan cosmologies and sets of religious and philosophical beliefs 
that were highly complex and adaptable. The protectorate government 
first concentrated on direct rule through district officers (DOs) and 
their police to achieve pacification then, onward from the 1920s, moved 
toward indirect rule using local agents. Even the best of these foreign 

29  Moore 2007.
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officials never really understood Malaitan cultures and this contributed 
to serious errors in judgement. They also tried to systematise what were 
diverse cultures into a single administrative unit. Some missionaries learnt 
local languages but no DO ever became fluent in any Malaitan language.30 
Each foreign group attempted to comprehend Malaitans, but with little 
success, and they frequently exhibited fear of them.

While the traders, missionaries and government officers who ventured to 
Malaita in the nineteenth century depicted a savage scene, at the same time 
they realised that the island and its inhabitants were unusual, even within 
the diversity of the Pacific, and they all admired Malaitan industriousness. 
We know that Malaita has been heavily populated for hundreds of years: 
the people lived both deep in the mountains and on artificial islands in the 
lagoons. Introduced diseases probably caused a decline in the population 
during the period of ‘first contact’ with outsiders, although not to the 
same extent as on many other Pacific Islands. Their sheer numbers—
probably exceeding 100,000 in the mid-nineteenth century—made 
Malaitans important and dominant.

Europeans had little appreciation of the complexity of Malaitan cultures 
and were often condescending and racist. Even the best intentioned 
foreign residents had a limited ability to understand what they observed 
on the island. A good corrective example of this is the descriptions of 
the complexity of Malaitan religion and culture provided by Malaitan 
scholars John Naitoro and David Gegeo. This is not to take anything 
away from anthropologists, who have described Malaitan religions, nor 
to deny that anthropologists have influenced Malaitan scholars, but there 
is an ‘indigeneity’ in both Naitoro’s and Gegeo’s writing that to me is 
informative and passionate.

Malaitans were undoubtedly puzzled and troubled by the European 
encroachment and felt powerless to combat it. Malaitan cultures were 
robust and complex, and although they varied greatly from one end of the 
island to the other, Malaitans had physical and social characteristics that 
made them recognisable to other Solomon Islanders and to foreigners. 
Even though I argue that the many cultural groups only became politically 
unified in modern times, there was always a core culture that linked them 
together, and all the chapters will tease this out. In all of this we must 
bear in mind that Malaitans, like other Solomon Islanders, have proven 

30  Akin 2013a, passim, and particularly 5–6, 54–55, 67–68, 70, 357–58 n 16, 361 n 53, 362 n 59, 
363 n 60.
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extraordinarily flexible and able to adapt their belief systems to suit new 
circumstances, contradicting yet another common accusatory trope that 
their perspectives are rigid and unchanging.

The Pacific War and Maasina Rule
Making Mala is not about the Pacific War or Maasina Rule, but both 
events are part of the modern context and need to be understood 
as background. The war arrived in the protectorate in the first half of 
1942: evacuations began in December 1941, with the government’s 
headquarters at Tulagi finally abandoned to the Japanese in April and into 
May 1942. I have included a short summary of the effects the war had on 
Malaita in the Conclusion. Thousands of Solomon Islander males joined 
the British Solomon Islands Defence Force and the Solomon Islands 
Labour Corps, and just as on the prewar plantations, the majority were 
from Malaita. Their wartime experiences were crucial to the development 
of Maasina Rule, but so too were changes that took place between the 
1870s and 1930s. The war was over relatively quickly in the Solomons, 
but it had a profound impact on the protectorate. After the fairly small-
scale mission, government and plantation presence before 1942, the sheer 
quantities of war machinery and troops that suddenly arrived was beyond 
comprehension. Until then, most foreigners had been British or Australian 
or Chinese. Suddenly, hundreds of thousands of Japanese, Americans, 
New Zealanders, Fijians and Tongans arrived and fought pitched battles 
on many islands, in the skies and on the seas. The British had ruled with 
‘smoke and mirrors’ bolstered by a seemingly indomitable sense of their 
own racial and cultural superiority. The loss of face was immense when 
most foreigners (except some of the Chinese community) were quickly 
and in an undignified manner evacuated from the islands. Solomon 
Islanders needed no Western education to understand that the British 
were in trouble in a way that had never previously seemed possible.31

Maasina Rule began in ̀ Are`are in southern Malaita in early 1944, at a time 
when many Malaitan males were working in the wartime Labour Corps 
on Guadalcanal and Gela. Maasina means ‘his brother’ or ‘his sibling’ or 
even ‘his friend’. This is not the place for a detailed history of Maasina 

31  Refer to this book’s Conclusion, which briefly examines the coming of the war and its effect on 
Malaita and Malaitans. Also see Horton 1970; Lord 1977; Laracy 1974; 1988a; Laracy and White 
1988; Akin 2013a, 132–63; and Moore 2013c entry on the Second World War.
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Rule, so richly documented by Hugh Laracy in Pacific Protest: The Maasina 
Rule Movement, Solomon Islands, 1944–1952 (1983), and written about 
with ethnographic and historical precision by David Akin in Colonialism, 
Maasina Rule, and the Origins of Malaitan Kastom (2013).32 In retrospect, 
Maasina Rule was an astonishing development: people of diverse and 
once divided societies on several islands came together to confront the 
might of British colonialism. Reading Akin’s account, upon which I have 
drawn extensively below, left me pondering how it had all been possible 
on an island with no history of unity.

The leaders spread messages espousing Malaitan unity and independence. 
Maasina Rule advocated improvements in gardening, concentration 
into larger, better organised villages, and, later, noncooperation with the 
government and missionary groups. These teachings were coupled at 
some stages with hopes for American liberation and millenarian ideas, 
although this aspect of Maasina Rule was often exaggerated by officials, 
and later by anthropologists and historians influenced by government 
accounts. Between 1944 and 1946, Maasina Rule spread to all areas of 
Malaita and to neighbouring islands, particularly Makira and parts of 
Guadalcanal, and dominated the political scene in the central Solomons 
into 1952. It was peaceful, indigenous protonationalism grounded in a 
desire for self-government and self-determination. Although the hopes 
of many followers for American intervention and independence from 
Britain were unrealistic, Maasina Rule did strain the government almost 
to the breaking point at a time when it was still weak after the war. No 
other single island people in the Pacific managed to confront the British 
so effectively. Several factors made Maasina Rule possible. One was shared 
experiences within the exploitative indentured labour system. Others 
were the influence of Christianity, Pijin English and literacy, and several 
decades of ineffectual colonial administration that, while introducing 
policing and taxation, provided virtually no social services. As well, there 
was the cataclysm caused by the Pacific War and dashed expectations that 
change would follow it. The British were intent on reestablishing their old 
regime, whereas Solomon Islanders expected something new. The wartime 
experience was a catalyst for resentments that had been growing for 
decades, particularly in the 1920s when wages were reduced and taxation 

32  There is a large literature on Maasina Rule. The best source is the bibliography in Akin 2013a. 
Also see Laracy 1983; Keesing 1978b.
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was introduced, and they were exacerbated during the Great Depression 
when Malaitans suffered from the crash of the plantation economy, their 
main source for money and goods.

The basic message of Maasina Rule was that Malaitans and others had 
the right to control their own affairs and the movement instituted various 
measures to form indigenous-run governments on the islands involved. 
Maasina Rule on Malaita elected ‘head chiefs’ presiding over large areas, 
which had never been a characteristic of Malaitan leadership except in the 
far south. The movement combined customary leadership expertise with 
the knowledge of the new, more literate generation. Of the 10 original head 
chiefs, five belonged to the SSEM, which was used as a web of contacts, 
as were other mission structures to varying degrees. Initially strongest in 
`Are`are in the south, by late 1945 the movement was well on its way to 
becoming an alternative government across Malaita, and in 1946, by one 
estimate, 95 per cent of Malaitans were adherents. Movement followers 
refused to labour away from the island; Malaitans had dominated the 
prewar plantation labour force (over 60 per cent of workers) and the strike 
distressed a government anxious to get the war-devastated economy back 
on its feet. Malaitans also collected and codified kastom, much in the way 
that the British officials had instructed them to codify ‘custom’ before and 
just after the war for use in nascent native courts. Kastom was, however, 
more indigenous, and quite different from ‘custom’—it including many 
new and novel concepts and practices upon which Malaitans would 
base social reform, and forbade many older practices. Kastom was the 
foundation of Maasina Rule’s political ideology, and Maasina Rule courts 
employed kastom codes to mediate, arbitrate and in some cases adjudicate 
disputes free from government interference.

The British reaction was initially conciliatory, then harsh and, finally, 
realising that Malaitans, and movement adherents on neighbouring 
islands, were united and implacably opposed to allowing the old regime 
to return, conciliatory once more. Huge meetings were held, such as 
the 6,000–7,000 Malaitans who met with the district commissioner 
(the island’s senior colonial official) at `Aoke in June 1947. Two months 
after that meeting, the BSIP Government arrested the major Maasina 
Rule chiefs on charges of conspiring to overthrow the government and 
holding illegal courts. The head chiefs were each sentenced to six years 
at hard labour. Malaitans responded with a massive campaign of civil 
disobedience, refusing to pay a reimposed capitation (head) tax, submit 
to a census, or cooperate in any other way. Most villages erected small 
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fences to differentiate between kastom and British jurisdictions, and a few 
built stockades (an old Malaitan defence strategy) to keep out government 
officers and police. A series of government operations between 1948 and 
1952 employed mostly Western Solomons police to arrest thousands of 
Malaitans and Makirans. Most of them lined up peacefully to be taken 
to prison. This suppression did little to quell the resistance and greatly 
heightened resentment. The British hurriedly created prison camps, 
which overflowed but required no fences because the prisoners did not try 
to escape. Reading the government archives it is clear that officials were at 
a loss to know how to resolve the situation. Their response for several years 
was simply to increase suppression.

In early 1950, a new resident commissioner (the senior administrator 
of the protectorate) took a more conciliatory approach. He released the 
head chiefs and promised Malaitans an island-wide council with half its 
members elected by Malaitans, an offer that the movement declined as 
inadequate. Resistance continued, although Malaitans stopped lining 
up for prison and instead fled police, and many moved inland. Though 
small numbers were recruited for shorter-term labour contracts, and some 
submitted to census and paid the tax in order to avoid further imprisonment, 
noncooperation remained the main strategy. The government found itself 
despised and hamstrung, unable to reassert any real control or pursue 
plans for the future.

Malaitans were remarkably efficient in communicating a united view and 
arguing their case. Multiple copies of information letters were circulated 
widely on the island, using literacy to advantage. Malaitans demanded 
locally run courts and councils, and a single island-wide council with 
a Malaitan leader. In response, officials from the protectorate and 
the Western Pacific High Commission (WPHC) insisted that only if 
all Malaitans paid tax and submitted to the census would arrests stop 
and a Malaitan be chosen to sit on the protectorate’s Advisory Council 
(although they planned to appoint a loyalist headman).33 Once more, 
Malaitans refused. In 1952, a new district commissioner, recognising that 
suppression had failed, that many Malaitan grievances were legitimate, 
and that rapprochement was necessary, worked to break the deadlock. 
His softer approach, which had at best mixed success among the now 
bitter and suspicious population, was later bolstered by newly appointed 

33  Moore 2013c entry. A headman was a government-appointed indigenous official.
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High Commissioner Sir Robert Stanley, who arrived in Honiara in late 
1952 when the WPHC shifted its base to there from Suva. Stanley met 
with movement leaders in ̀ Aoke, with the ground for cooperation already 
tilled by the district commissioner’s work. Stanley granted Malaitans most 
of what they had demanded. The most important agreement was for the 
formation of a Malaita-wide council that would have a Malaitan president, 
represent fully all the people and take considerable responsibility for 
managing the island’s affairs. In 1978, I had the honour to spend a day 
with Salana Ga`a (aka Maega`asia), the Malaita Council’s first president. 
Small of stature, this wonderful old man lived in a rambling house outside 
`Aoke. I remember that he prayed for my wayward soul.

Figure Introduction 1: High Commissioner Sir Robert Stanley at the 
inauguration of the first Malaita Council in 1952. 
The interpreter on the right of the table is Frederick Aubarua Osifelo (1928–2001), 
later Sir Frederick, Speaker of the Legislative Assembly . 
Source: Walter gibbons Collection .
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Figure Introduction 2: Salana Ga`a, the first President of the first Malaita 
Council, and some of its members in 1952. 
Source: James Tedder Collection .

Malaitans also asked for a government school. In response, the first 
permanent government school in the protectorate, `Aoke Experimental 
School (often called Aligegeo School), was established outside `Aoke, 
shambolically from 1948 to 1951 and permanently in 1952, renamed 
King George VI School. In 1958, it was expanded to include secondary 
students and in 1963 was moved to Honiara as a secondary school.34

Most of the members of the first Malaita Council in 1953 were former 
resistance leaders (only eight of its 41 members were government 
appointees, some of them also former resistance leaders). Maasina Rule 
achieved many of its aims, although some others had been naïve. Although 
it cannot be credited with having led to Solomon Islands independence 
in 1978, the movement was instrumental in bringing about changes 
in attitudes and institutions that speeded the process toward that end. 
Maasina Rule certainly restored many people’s faith in their own abilities 
to control and direct their islands.

34  Moore 2013c entry; Kenilorea 2008, 47–93.
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I have described Maasina Rule in some detail because it was a remarkable 
development when compared against any other resistance to colonial rule 
in the Pacific or elsewhere in the British Empire. One cannot discuss the 
decades leading up to Maasina Rule without signalling what was to come. 
Also, it was a peaceful protest movement, a strong counter to the trope 
of Malaitan violence. As I read Akin’s account, questions continued to 
swirl in my mind. How had a people divided by many languages, with 
no overriding political unity, managed to unite and challenge British 
authority so effectively? Rather reluctantly, I abandoned one easy answer—
Malaitan uniqueness—and challenged my earlier acceptance of this 
argument. Malaitans are not unique among Pacific peoples, although they 
are apt to claim that they are, and in the 1970s and 1980s I had absorbed 
part of this view through long association. Along the way, I also became 
more aware of debates among anthropologists during the 1980s about 
the formation of kastom, and of course Akin’s more recent assessment of 
Malaitan kastom. But neither was it just historical circumstances. There 
are elements of culture and history involved.

As an historian, I lean towards explanations based on historical 
circumstances. In the early 1870s, Malaitans began to participate in 
the labour trade outside the Solomons. Then, once overseas work was 
closed to them, onward from the 1900s and 1910s, Malaitans became the 
most important plantation labour force within the protectorate. Some 
Malaitans absorbed Christianity while working away from their island 
(see Chapter 3) and also at home, although until the 1930s and 1940s the 
majority continued to follow their ancestral religions (though the growing 
and sometimes aggressive Christian presence also changed ancestral 
religious practices). Malaitans had British control imposed on them in a 
rudimentary way onward from 1909, although not until the mid-1920s 
did a substantial administrative hold develop, and even then it was limited 
largely to coastal areas. The 1930s reinforced the earlier pattern, but only 
edged forward, drawing Malaita into the protectorate.

Malaita of the 1940s was very different from Malaita of the 1870s. In the 
1870s, Malaitans were divided most basically into two distinct groups. 
The vast majority lived in small inland communities—really just related 
hamlets—and practised subsistence horticulture. A small minority lived 
around the coast or on artificial islands in the three lagoons, along the 
shores of Maramasike Passage or on the few natural offshore islands. They 
utilised mostly marine resources and either traded with the inland people 
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for other foods or had small agricultural holdings on the coast opposite 
their mainly lagoon-bound islands. Malaitans were subdivided by a dozen 
languages, all with the same linguistic base and mainly in east–west ‘belts’ 
that stretched across the island. Their material culture, leadership, gender, 
and religious systems all shared similarities. All were involved regularly 
in internecine fighting and a nonspecialist warrior class operated, largely 
as bounty-hunters. In the 1870s, outsiders had made no inroads on 
Malaita as they had already on many other Solomon Islands. While the 
traditional justice system was sometimes violent, it tapped into a social 
and cosmological equilibrium and, against coarse European impressions, 
was not notably irrational.

Malaita in the 1940s was still divided between inland and coastal peoples. 
The ‘belts’ of languages remained, which the British attempted to turn 
into administrative units. The coast was by then peppered with mission 
villages, which Anglican Bishop Cecil Wilson called ‘beacons all along the 
shores’.35 These new villages were large and drew many (but by no means all) 
of the mountain people into a Christian lifestyle down to the coast, which 
put pressure on ownership and control of coastal land and complicated 
the old inland–coastal population and cultural divisions. The Christian 
denominations, which were highly competitive, also introduced new 
forms of religious authority. Over several decades, Malaitan males 
became dominant participants first in the intercolonial and then in the 
Solomon Islands internal labour trades. On returning home, they diluted 
old authority structures and altered the nature and control of wealth. 
Outsiders, in the shape of labour recruiters and missionaries, became 
regular visitors and residents around the coast. After trying to combat 
or ignore the encroachment of the British protectorate government, by 
the 1930s Malaitans had largely accepted that peace was preferable to 
internecine fighting and the days of the violent bounty-hunters were over. 
Some rudimentary government services had been introduced. The idea of 
modern Malaita was already established.

This book is about the making of Mala into modern Malaita, first and 
foremost by its indigenous inhabitants, but also by the British and 
Australians. The book is set within a wider context of modern Malaita, as 

35  Wilson 1932, 207.
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its people continuously reinvent themselves within the Solomon Islands 
nation and beyond. Making Mala is an analysis of the dynamic processes 
that have shaped Malaitans and Solomon Islanders.

Making Mala attempts to comprehend the tropes and changes of the past. 
These also provide partial explanations of what happened in the 1990s 
when simmering tensions overflowed and brought the nation so low. 
The book is positioned between my Kanaka (1985) and Happy Isles in 
Crisis (2004). By looking back at the history behind the problems that 
developed in the 1990s, we can readily discern the consequences of the 
spread of Malaita’s large population and of poorly balanced colonial 
economic development policies. Malaita Island, with around 35 per cent 
of the Solomon Islands population, and always the major source of labour, 
was left internally underdeveloped, a result of flawed planning by both the 
colonial and postindependence governments.36 This economic inequality 
was at the base of the lengthy and aggressive dispute that led to the arrival 
in July 2003 of the Pacific Forum-initiated Regional Assistance Mission 
to Solomon Islands (RAMSI). Sadly, little has been done to rectify this 
inequality.

The ‘Tension Years’, 1998–2003
Just as Maasina Rule required discussion here, so too we must outline 
the ‘Tension Years’ of civil unrest. As I have said, Malaita Province’s 
population has always been the largest in the modern Solomon Islands 
and their numbers make them dominant at home and also in Honiara. 
They have also spread significantly through all the country’s provinces, 
mainly through marriage and also in the workforce. In recent decades, 
Malaitans have been involved in several disturbances in Honiara. This 
is not surprising given that Malaitans have always been proportionally 
dominant in the city’s population. Then, during ‘the Tension’, a Malaitan 
militia in cahoots with the police overthrew Prime Minister Bartholomew 
Ulufa`alu, a Malaitan, and ruled the streets of Honiara for some years. 
But what provoked this situation? Were Malaitans just being difficult, 
as some commentators appeared to believe?

36  Moore 2007.
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It needs to be said that some of the people and political leaders 
of  Guadalcanal, including Ezekiel Alebua, a former prime minister 
(1986–89) and then premier of Guadalcanal Province, were guilty of 
deliberately exacerbating an already volatile situation. They may have 
been motivated by legitimate complaints, but they were playing with fire. 
What is often forgotten is that the militia, the Malaita Eagle Force (MEF), 
was formed to defend Malaitans in Honiara from the unlawful, violent 
excesses of a minority of the people of Guadalcanal. Though the Tension 
Years added to the trope that Malaitans were difficult people, they were 
initially provoked to defend their rights as citizens. In the end, though, 
these unhappy years brought no credit to either side.37 It  is notable 
that during these years most other provincial governments threatened 
secession, but never Malaita Province, a positive sign perhaps of belonging 
to the nation?38 

Malaitans are long-term circular labour migrants and many have 
permanently settled on other islands. Guadalcanal people, quite correctly, 
objected to the encroachment onto their traditional lands by Honiara’s 
urban sprawl and the lack of adequate recompense for the large oil palm 
plantations begun in the 1970s on extensive plains outside Honiara. The 
Guale (people of Guadalcanal) were also uneasy about environmental 
factors related to the new Gold Ridge mine that began production, briefly, 
in 1998, and their limited economic remuneration from the mine.39 
Many Guale also felt that Malaitans, the dominant immigrant group, 
disrespected their customary ways. After two decades of souring relations, 
some Guale political leaders encouraged the formation of a militia called 
the Isatabu Freedom Movement (IFM), which forced the expulsion of 
around 20,000 of their fellow citizens—overwhelmingly Malaitans—
from Honiara and its surrounds. Thousands of other Solomon Islanders 
also evacuated their families and possessions from Honiara and returned 
to their home islands for the duration of the Tension. Many Malaitans 
acknowledge that if one lives as a guest on the land of another and is 
asked to leave, the honourable thing to do is to depart, which they did. 
This is their cultural reaction to being ‘strangers’, immigrants on another 
island. On the other hand, the Guale militants knew full well that they 

37  Moore 2004a; Fraenkel 2004.
38  The only region of the Solomon Islands that ever came close to actual secession was Western 
Province in the late 1970s. Premdas, Steeves and Larmour 1984.
39  Nanau 2014. These fears have been proved correct; the mine is now closed and has done 
significant environmental damage.
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had also insulted Malaitans and physically harmed thousands of them, 
and that this would eventually require customary compensation or would 
lead to retaliation. Here, the trope of ascribed Malaitan characteristics 
cuts in. I can remember giving an interview on the BBC World Service 
as the evacuation was occurring. When asked what would happen, based 
on my long knowledge of Malaitans, immediately I said that there would 
be large-scale retaliation. The Guale knew this better than I did, and 
still, utterly frustrated at losing control of the urban and most developed 
areas of their island, militants among them pushed 20,000 of their fellow 
citizens off Guadalcanal.

Alebua’s behaviour was misguided; he thought he could make political 
mileage for himself and still control his people. He underestimated 
the Malaitans, who formed a rival militia to safeguard the remaining 
population of Honiara, which became a Malaitan-dominated enclave. 
The MEF combined with Malaitans in the police to take control and, 
six months later, staged a June 2000 coup that removed Prime Minister 
Ulufa`alu.

The years 1998 to 2003 were a time of turmoil as rival militias from the 
two islands skirmished, the parliamentary system was disrupted, and 
Malaitan militants patrolled Honiara. Law and order, the economy, and 
many other central government functions collapsed, amid calls from 
three prime ministers (Ulufa`alu, Sogavare and Kemakeza) for outside 
intervention. The saving grace was that more than 85 per cent of Solomon 
Islanders lived on customary land and continued to maintain themselves 
through subsistence agriculture and fishing. Urban law and order broke 
down, education and health suffered, and the export economy plummeted. 
The MEF and the IFM bullied and coerced in Honiara and elsewhere on 
Guadalcanal and in parts of Malaita, but rural life throughout much of the 
country continued relatively unaffected. Guadalcanal had its own internal 
refugees and its rural people lost access to markets in Honiara, while 
Malaita bulged at the seams as resources were stretched to accommodate 
refugees.
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Figure Introduction 3: Two of the Malaita Eagles, with weapons. 
Source: Clive Moore Collection .

Figure Introduction 4: Destroying Dodo Creek Agricultural Station 
in 2000. 
Source: Clive Moore Collection .
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The country was badly scarred by the Tension and the scar covers a wound 
on the body of the nation that has yet to heal. RAMSI arrived in mid-
2003 and quickly removed weapons and attempted to reform lapsed 
governance practices. Disaster struck again in 2006 when a parliamentary 
vote elevated a new prime minister many considered to be corrupt: 
Snyder Rini was forced to flee from the parliament and resigned within 
days. Rioters burnt down most of Chinatown, a major hotel and other 
shops after the police side of RAMSI mishandled the volatile situation.40 
Malaitans were involved, but the most ferocious street fighting came not 
from them but from Santa Cruz Islands people, famed for their accuracy 
with slingshots. Although some Malaitan leaders inflamed the riots they 
were not carried out primarily by Malaitans.41 Nevertheless, the riots did 
not improve the reputation of Malaitans.

Figure Introduction 5: Honiara’s Chinatown burning during the riots 
in April 2006. 
Source: Clive Moore Collection .

40  Dinnen and Firth 2008; Braithwaite, Dinnen, Allen, Braithwaite and Charlesworth 2010.
41  Moore 2008a; 2014; Braithwaite, Dinnen, Allen, Braithwaite and Charlesworth 2010; 
O’Callaghan 2013.
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The 2012 Truth and Reconciliation Commission Report, based on 
evidence collected between 2009 and 2011, recorded in great depth the 
animosities and tragedies that occurred during the Tension Years. These 
involved connections between the neighbouring peoples of Guadalcanal 
and Malaita and people’s deep-seated discontents with central government 
planning. Solomon Islanders have indigenous means of healing conflicts 
that involve reconciliation and compensation processes, though they are 
by no means always successful. These apply established social mechanisms 
to normalise relations, and sometimes mechanisms of ancestral power. 
They pursue political and social ends, such as the restoration of social 
equilibrium. Today, compensation has been extended into the complex 
arena of national politics and often incorporates large dollar payments 
where once customary wealth was used. Compensation now usually 
also involves Christian prayer and forgiveness. That said, the societies 
involved remain tied to traditional lands where ancestral shrines remain, 
deserted perhaps, but largely intact and potent. These tabu (sacred) sites 
are preserved as part of heritage, often treated with reverence, and serve as 
important evidence of the land boundaries of descent groups. On Malaita, 
some mountain populations have never taken up Christianity and still 
practise their ancestral religion and conduct sacrifices in their shrines. 
Because of this complexity, any national reconciliation process must 
involve a combination of modern and ancient cultural forces that together 
can bring about healing.

My Relationship with Malaitans since 
the 1970s
The British Solomon Islands Protectorate was never an Australian 
territory, yet its proximity to Australia had created steady ties. I have 
argued elsewhere that the Coral Sea was treated by Queensland as 
if it were its own lake, with Solomon Islands on its eastern shore.42 
Key historical links are the Queensland labour trade; Christian missions, 
particularly the Queensland Kanaka Mission (QKM) and later the South 
Sea Evangelical Mission (SSEM) and then the South Sea Evangelical 
Church (SSEC), now the third-largest denomination in Solomon Islands; 
and the effect of the mass deportation of Solomon Islanders in the early 

42  Moore 1997.
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1900s due to the White Australia Policy. During the early twentieth 
century, the protectorate, rather like Australian Papua and the New 
Guinea Mandated Territory, became a job-hunting ground for young 
Australian men like William Bell, the most important Malaita district 
officer before the Pacific War. Australian companies such as Burns Philp 
& Co. and W. H. Carpenter & Co. controlled many of the plantations 
and maritime transport routes. Brisbane, Sydney, Port Moresby, Samarai 
and Rabaul became the marine and later air links to Solomon Islands. 
The Coastwatchers during the Pacific War reported to military authorities 
in Australia, and although connections waned starting in the 1950s, once 
the Tension began in the 1990s Australia became intimately involved, 
funding and controlling RAMSI starting in 2003. Today, the independent 
nation of Solomon Islands has far closer connections to Australia than to 
distant Great Britain. As well, the largest Solomon Islands community 
outside of the nation lives in the Pioneer Valley at Mackay in Queensland, 
sister city to Honiara.

I first visited Malaita in 1976 at the invitation of Ishmael Idumaoma 
Itea, then the most important leader in east Fataleka, a language area 
in the central north of the island. I was 25 years old, fresh from an 
honours degree and a tutorship in the history department at James Cook 
University, and innocent and ignorant about Solomon Islands society.43 
During 1974–75, I had become involved in a project to collect oral 
testimony from the descendants of Pacific Islanders who had migrated 
to Queensland as indentured labourers in the final four decades of the 
nineteenth century. Most of my oral testimony research was carried out 
in Mackay, where I was born, and also in the Burdekin district.44 As a 
child, I attended school with Islanders, although I never had reason to 
differentiate Malaitans from other descendants of immigrant Islanders, 
today known as Australian South Sea Islanders. Then, having developed 
an academic interest in the history of the sugar industry and its workforce, 
and starting to collect oral testimonies, I became friendly with Noel 
Fatnowna (1929–91), the leading Malaitan in the Mackay district, and 
through him met Ishmael Itea (circa 1904–2005) who was visiting his 
Queensland family.45

43  Moore 2004b.
44  Moore 1979.
45  Moore 2013c, entries for Fatnowna and Itea.
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Figure Introduction 6: Ishmael Idumaoma Itea (circa 1904–2005) 
at Sango, Fataleka, 1988. 
Source: Clive Moore Collection .

Figure Introduction 7: Noel Fatnowna (1929–91) and Rex Ringi Angofia 
in Honiara in 1988. 
Source: Clive Moore Collection .
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Figure Introduction 8: Three east Fataleka leaders in the Bubuileli 
Council House, 1976.
(L to R): Salekana (holding betel nut spatula and beating time), Elu`u (with typical Malaitan 
woven bag) and Ishmael Itea (singing and beating time) .
Source: Clive Moore Collection .

These were fortuitous relationships. The two men—one a Solomon 
Islander and the other an Australian—embodied qualities of leadership 
on Malaita. Noel was entrepreneurial and gregarious, a caring leader in 
his community, hobbled by his upbringing as the grandson of immigrant 
sugarcane labourers, which had limited his education, although he had 
become a senior officer in the Queensland Ambulance Service (1950–91) 
and then Queensland Government Commissioner for Pacific Islanders 
(1976–84). In 1989, Noel, assisted by anthropologist Roger Keesing, 
published Fragments of a Lost Heritage, by far the best book on Australian 
South Sea Islanders by a descendant.46 Even though a third-generation 
Australian, he was a classic Malaitan bigman and political leader. Ishmael, 
from the Rakwane descent group in east Fataleka, was also a consummate 
leader, a statesman amongst his people, a religious leader both in their 
ancestral religion and Christianity, and a government leader through his 
roles as district headman (1949–75), member of the Malaita Council 
(1964–67), and elected paramount chief (1987–97). He too had little 
formal education, having taught himself to read and write, but he 

46  Moore 1994–95.
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combined the qualities of a Malaitan chief (aofia) and traditional priest 
(fataabu). I was lucky to have met them both in the 1970s, when they 
were at the height of their powers, since they were my passports into 
the Australian South Sea Islander community and Malaitan and Solomon 
Islands society.47 I was also befriended by the younger Rakwane generation, 
the children of Itea and his brother Charles Luiramo, and their cousins, 
such as Rex Ringi Angofia and Fred Talo, and these have proved enduring 
relationships. I am proud to be adopted into the Rakwane descent group.

I researched and wrote ‘Kanaka Maratta: A History of Melanesian 
Mackay’ based on documentary and oral sources, first as a doctoral thesis 
submitted in 1981 and published, much altered (with Maratta removed 
from the title) as a monograph in 1985. Making Mala is a long overdue 
sequel to Kanaka. However, while the initial chapters necessarily discuss 
Malaitan sojourns on overseas plantations, my focus here will be on events 
on Malaita.

My connections with Solomon Islands always remained strong, although 
I also lived in and published on New Guinea, providing me with a wider 
Pacific perspective, and I have written about Australia, again widening 
my regional outlook and continuing my earlier research on the Pacific 
diaspora. A regular visitor to Honiara and Malaita, I have also managed 
to travel widely in the beautiful archipelago. Between 1998 and 2003, the 
Tension brought the nation, independent since 1978, close to the status 
of a failed state. I followed this upheaval almost day-to-day and in 2004 
published my account of the events. The Tension was not primarily based 
on ethnicity, although it clearly had ethnic aspects. It was caused mainly 
by inequality in economic development and opportunity, for which the 
British administration and all postindependence governments must take 
the blame. Another recurrent trope relates to Malaitan development: 
Malaitans are said to be too concerned with stopping land alienation 
to allow development on their island. There is some truth in this—in 
recent years, Gwaunaru`u Airfield near ̀ Aoke, Malaita’s main airfield, was 
closed due to land disputes (it reopened in May 2016). Nevertheless, even 
acknowledging that development is always difficult where customary land 
tenure survives, it has occurred elsewhere in the world and it should not 
be beyond the whit of a national government to keep air services viable 
in the most populous province and create crucial economic development 
opportunities.

47  Moore 2004b.
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Soon after the Tension, between 2006 and 2008, I assisted Sir Peter 
Kenilorea, the nation’s first prime minister, to publish his autobiography, 
Tell It as It Is (2008). Sir Peter, who died in 2016, was born in 1943 in 
`Are`are in the southern part of Malaita. This collaboration gave me a 
chance to widen my knowledge of Malaita and to study the last 70 years 
of Solomon Islands history in detail, particularly the administration and 
politics of the nation. Currently I am involved in three more historical 
projects: Solomon Islands Historical Encyclopaedia, 1893–1978, published 
as a website in 2013, and monographs about urban social space on 
Tulagi and in Honiara. They too have prepared me for this study of the 
precolonial and early colonial years on Malaita and their wider context.

Since the 1970s, I have been talking to Malaitans about their history and 
have combed through archives and other written sources to enable me to 
write a history of Malaita. Initially, I considered writing about Malaita 
onwards from 1893, when the British protectorate over the Solomon 
Islands was proclaimed, until independence in 1978. Then the Tension 
intervened and I began to try to answer puzzles in my own mind. I knew 
from my 1970s research that Malaitans were a force to be reckoned with 
during the plantation days in Queensland and Fiji. After the Pacific War 
and into the 1950s Malaitans created Maasina Rule, which disturbed the 
British attempt to reintroduce their prewar administration. Malaitans 
also dominated Honiara and the economic development of Guadalcanal 
plains, and whenever there was an urban flashpoint Malaitans always 
seemed to be involved. During the tense period in the 1990s and 2000s, 
Malaitans were central to the dispute. Had they always been one of the 
most obstreperous peoples in the Pacific? Just because they lived on one 
island, should they really be considered to be one people? Were they 
different from other Solomon Islanders? These are the questions that went 
through my mind.

Making Mala
The argument in Making Mala concentrates on the 1870s to 1930s and 
suggests that four major elements combined disparate Mala societies into 
one Malaita. Malaita has an extensive anthropological literature, although 
much of it now dates to an earlier era, when anthropology was fixated on 
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what were portrayed as traditional and unchanging societies. This literature 
does not ignore labour, Christianity and government, but equally does 
not usually make these themes central in the way that Making Mala does.

While not underplaying Peter Corris’s classic Passage, Port and Plantation, 
or my own earlier writing on labour, I argue that the importance of the 
involvement of Malaita’s menfolk in indentured labour over this 70-year 
period has been underestimated, as has the absence of any successful 
commercial development of the island. The important role of Christian 
missions, before there was any government presence, has also been 
underappreciated. This is not to ignore Ian Hogbin’s early writing, Ben 
Burt’s excellent 1994 monograph and his associated work, or Akin’s writing 
on Christianity during Maasina Rule.48 Nevertheless, the ethnographic 
historiography of Malaita does not concentrate on Christianity in the 
way Debra McDougall’s and Christine Dureau’s writings on the Western 
Solomons do, or Geoffrey White’s and Michael Scott’s writings on Isabel 
and Makira.49 There are general histories of the Catholic and Anglican 
missions in Solomon Islands by Hugh Laracy, Claire O’Brien and David 
Hilliard, and of Seventh-day Adventism by Dennis Steley, but there 
are no detailed Malaita-wide studies of the beginnings of Christianity 
there.50 Malaitans also experienced three decades of direct forceful rule 
by district officers, tempered before the Pacific War by a decade of half-
hearted indirect rule. Only Akin’s Colonialism, Maasina Rule, and the 
Origins of Malaitan Kastom provides a detailed coverage of the early years 
of protectorate administration and the missions on the island. The fourth 
element I focus on is the flexibility of Malaitans. Although often depicted 
as conservative and incapable of accepting change, they were in fact 
eminently practical when it came to change. This theme begins to be 
explained at the end of Chapter 2 and is carried throughout the remainder 
of the book.

The power of the feared head-hunters from the Western Solomons and 
Isabel collapsed quickly in a few years once the government established 
a base at Gizo in 1899 and the Shortlands in 1907. Malaitan resistance 
took longer for the colonial government to quell—over 20 years—and 
even then Malaitan success with Maasina Rule in the 1940s showed 
that they were united, determined, flexible, unbowed and politically 

48  Hogbin 1939; Burt 1994; Akin 2013a. See also Keesing 1967; 1989; Guo 2009.
49  McDougall 2004; 2013; Dureau 1994; Scott 2012; 2013; White 1991; 2013.
50  Laracy 1976; Hilliard 1978; Steley 1983; 1989; O’Brien 1995.
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astute. Their pacifist methods showed just how adaptable they could be. 
These themes will be teased out in Making Mala and I reach conclusions 
that may surprise. The  combination of highlighting the importance 
of participation in overseas labour and Christianity (chapters 2 and 3) 
with detailed accounts of the establishment of the missions on Malaita 
(chapters 4 to 6) and the effect of labour (chapters 2, 5 and throughout) 
and government (chapters 7 to 10) creates a united argument. The third 
through the sixth chapters concentrate on the Anglican’s Melanesian 
Mission, the QKM and the SSEM, and also contain an extensive analysis 
of the nature of Malaitan Christianity before and after the arrival of the 
protectorate government. Onwards from Chapter 7, the focus shifts 
to the government and Malaitan reactions to both its strictures and 
benefits, with religion incorporated into the analysis. The context of the 
aforementioned Malaitan tropes is also explored. The Conclusion draws 
the argument together.

The first chapter attempts to depict Malaita before outside influences, 
searching for the elements that enabled the people of Malaita to develop 
one shared culture. It seems reasonable to regard Pacific Islanders living 
on one island as one people, but Pacific migrations over thousands of 
years created diversity with hundreds of languages and small, fairly 
distinctive social units throughout the islands. One question here is how 
much did nineteenth-century Malaitans regard themselves as one people, 
distinct from those on neighbouring islands with local area identities 
tied to language areas? Many aspects of life are similar or interconnect all 
across Malaita—material culture, cosmology, religion, languages, music, 
dances and other customs—yet Malaitans never regarded themselves as 
one people. Although there is now a single Malaitan identity, in 1870 
there was extreme regionalism and in some parts of the island links with 
neighbouring islands were stronger than the unity of living on the same 
island. There was no sense of overall ‘government’ or political unity. 
The  argument presented in Making Mala is that much of this came 
together onwards from the 1870s and that the process was substantially 
complete by the 1930s. The Pacific War intervened, although its direct 
effect on Malaita was fairly minor, other than allowing breathing space 
from having to obey the British rulers. However, the war did expose 
Malaitan men to new labour and military situations that were crucial to 
enabling what followed. Based on newly unified Malaitan society and 
wartime experiences, they were able to build Maasina Rule, a formidable 
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political movement that restored pride in the ability of the people to stand 
against foreign colonisation. The success of Maasina Rule was a basic 
building block in Solomon Islands nationalism.

Making Mala has contemporary relevance today in the modern nation. 
The book is an exploration of the unification process that created one 
Malaitan people, the largest island population in Solomon Islands. It is a 
study of the building blocks of Pacific nationalism and has relevance far 
beyond Solomon Islands because many indigenous peoples have faced 
similar issues.

Despite political and administrative advances, the lack of economic 
development and therefore opportunity on Malaita, and its consequences, 
were becoming increasingly clear decades ago. Along with this came 
the rapid path to national independence during the 1960s and 1970s 
when future economic and political patterns were established.51 After 
independence in 1978, and particularly onwards from the late 1980s, 
the government of Solomon Islands was unable to steer a course free 
of corruption and personal greed, a result of which was poor national 
planning. Long-established patterns—of Malaitans relying on working 
away from Malaita and no realistic plans for economic development on 
Malaita—continued to be reinforced. Finally, the Tension Years arrived. 
Malaitans felt that they were left with no option other than to safeguard 
their own people and their rights as citizens. I am not blind to the faults 
of Malaitan aggression and ‘masculinity’, although as I will explain, these 
are largely tropes and not an assured reality. The pacifism of Maasina Rule 
is clear evidence of Malaitans’ adaptability. Development choices made 
by Resident Commissioner Charles Woodford in the 1890s and 1900s 
and by planners in the 1940s are still being played out. Malaitans became 
a perennial labour pool for the rest of the protectorate and eventually 
became the major urban population in Honiara. It could have been 
otherwise.

Making Mala argues that elements had come together by the 1930s to 
create a new Malaita that was capable of united action. Malaita’s dominant 
characteristics were no longer disparate language groups, clans and descent 
group clusters; Malaitans had developed an ability to act as one political 
entity. No one could have anticipated the enormous disruption caused by 
the Pacific War, which drew off labour and exposed Malaitans once more 

51  Moore 2013b.
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to new ways of thinking. The war altered the circumstances sufficiently 
for already imbedded cultural shifts to play out through Maasina Rule. 
The result was that a newly unified Malaita was able to create a successful 
passive resistance movement capable of forcing the British to negotiate, 
largely on Malaitan terms. No other single Pacific island ever accomplished 
this level of manipulation and control of the British. Essentially, this was 
all possible because the central elements of modern Malaita were ‘made’ 
by the 1920s and 1930s, and they have emerged as an ever-stronger force 
over the subsequent decades up to the present. We need to examine in 
detail the years between the 1870s and the 1930s to understand how this 
occurred.

The results have significant implications for development planning in the 
2010s for Malaita Province, Honiara, Guadalcanal and the entire nation. 
There is a lesson here for planners in the Solomon Islands Government 
and those attached to external aid donors. They need to understand and 
accept historical changes and allow for them in development planning. 
If the argument put forward is correct—that events over 150 years have 
created modern Malaita—planners and politicians need to take note. 
If they do not, they should expect to fail.
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